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Would You Rather... 
1 Have Katniss for a friend or Have Peeta for a friend 

2 Live in the Capitol or Live in District 12 

3 
Be a Tribute in a Hunger Games in which 
all of the other Tributes are your friends 

or 
Be a 12 year old Tribute in a Hunger 
Games in which all of the other Tributes 
are 17.  

4 Be a Tribute or Be an Avox 

5 
Try to get supplies and weapons at the 
Cornucopia  

or Run for the woods 

6 
Have the person you love most in the 
world be chosen as a Tribute 

or Be chosen as a Tribute yourself 

7 Be a Stylist  or Be a Game Maker 

8 Make an alliance with Foxface or Make an alliance with the Careers 

9 Save Rue or Save Peeta 

10 Have a picnic with Gale in the woods or 
Have a feast in the Capitol with 
Katniss's prep team 

11 
Be given a score of 11 by the Game 
Makers 

or 
Be given a score of 2 by the Game 
Makers 

12 
Grab a full water bottle at the start of the 
Game before running for the woods 

or Grab a knife  

13 
Be a slow runner, but an excellent tree 
climber 

or 
Be a fast runner but not be able to climb 
trees  

14 Have light green skin like Octavia or Have aqua colored hair like Venia 

15 Have a wardrobe designed by Cinna or Have your own Hovercraft 

16 Be chased by one mutant wolf (mutt) or 
Be chased by a swarm of Tracker 
Jackers 

17 
Spend your time in the training center 
learning how to use weapons 

or 
Spend your time in the training center 
learning wilderness survival skills 

18 Spend a weekend with Haymitch or Spend a weekend with Effie 

19 Change the story so that Rue lives or 
Change the story so that Katniss still 
wins the Game, but never has to directly 
kill anyone  

20 
Get to do the casting for the upcoming 
Hunger Games movie 

or 
Get to play Katniss or Peeta in the 
upcoming Hunger Games movie 
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If you like this activity, you might also enjoy Panem to Panem, 

a game based on The Hunger Games and Inspired by the 

popular party game, Apples to Apples ® 

 

You can also get 200 More Would You Rather Questions here. 

 

Please check out my other products! I specialize in ready-to-

use worksheets and activities. All my products are highly 

rated and reasonably priced.  Many of them are on the top 

100 list and two are on the Top Ten.  Some are even free! 

 

Here is a link to my TpT store 

 

You will find products on critical and creative thinking, 

literature, nonfiction, math, spelling, grammar, and more. 

Most of them have 2-3 usable preview pages, so if nothing 

else, you can get a few more pages to use with your class for 

free.  

 

And finally, I regularly put things on sale or even make them 

free for a limited time (usually 24 hours) and post the sale on 

my facebook page. "Like" the page to find out about these 

special deals. 

 
Happy teaching! 

 

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Hunger-Games-Panem-to-Panem-game-similar-to-Apples-to-Apples
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Would-You-Rather-Questions-for-Kids-200-Discussion-Starters
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Rachel-Lynette/Products
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Minds-in-Bloom/165365340150536?sfrm

